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British Business Awards – Michael Bradley Architecture
I understand Michael Bradley Architecture is a finalist in this year’s BBA’s and I wanted to
provide a letter to support MBA’s application.
As Chairman of the Construction Focus Group, I believe the Chamber is already well aware of
Mike’s proactive approach to promoting and developing British business and capabilities in China.
He has joined the FG Steering Committee and brought his customary enthusiasm and
professionalism and is helping to take the FG forward with constructive input on events and how
best to engage the membership.
As Country Manager for Gleeds China, I also can highlight some aspects of MBA’s work which
are very relevant to their BBA application. Gleeds China has worked with Mike and his company
on Grosvenor’s first mainland China project. In delivering his service to the client and working
with our team, Mike not only delivered excellent service to the client and supported Gleeds, but he
also took an idea from a portable electronic system being used in the UK, developed it further and
successfully applied it to the Grosvenor project. We have been so impressed with this approach &
system that we are now working with Mike and his team to improve our own systems by
transferring them to electronic formats on handheld devices. Mike and his team also worked
tirelessly on behalf of Grosvenor to identify creative solutions to challenging issues on the project.
Hence I have no hesitation recommending Mike and the MBA team for the BBA.

Kind regards,
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Country Manager
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